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The llefleo:ion 0/ Ltg1l.t at an Ideal Plane Mirror
motin9 u;itl,," a UnifO'l'm Velocit!J oJ" Translation. B!I H.

BATEl\lA.N*.

Rejf.ezzon oJ" Ligltt at an Ideal Plane Mi,",'m'.

tIle normal to the mirror, the positive direction of the normal
being on the reflecting side of the mirror.
Take the axis of 3J alon~ the nornlal and let the electric
vector in the incident wave be given by

T

HE question whether tbe motion of a mirror has any
t'ffect on the laws (If reflexion and refraction was
considered h~· Frcsnel t, who came to the conclusion that no
discrepanoy need be expected. Stokest, examining the
question in a more general manner, showed that the laws of
re:flexion and refraction are satisfied provided the directions
of the rays Bre measured relative to tlie mirror and quantities
of an order 11ip:her than the first, in the ratio of the velocity of
the mirror to that of light, ure neglected.
The question was bro~gbt into prominence in the discussions of the Michelson-Morley experiment, and is of fundamental importa.nce in the t.heory of radiation §, where we
have to consider the case in which the mirror is moving
relatively to the observer.
An exact the0t:y of reflexion is required for a ri~orous
discussion of the Michelson-Morley t'xperiment, \Vien 8 law,
the pressure of radiation on a moving mirror, and tbe effect
of motion on the temperature of radiation. The precise laws
of reflexion have accordingly been discussed by Voigt 11,
Lodge', Hicks··, Abrahamtt, Einsteintt, Planck§~, von
Mosengeilllll, and Kohl~'.
The object of this paper is to make a small addition to the
results obtained by these writers. It ,viII be convenient to
nse them in the form obtained by Hicks, AbrahalD, and
Einstein.
Let c be the velocity of light in free rether, to the velocity
of the mirror referred to a set of axes which are at rest
relatively to the observer. Let v be the component of to along
• Communicated by the Author.
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where e is independent of (.1', !/, z, t).
This represents a plane wave of light of frequency J.
travelling in a direction opposite to that in which tlie mirror
is moving. The normal to the wave front makes an angle
w+cf, ,vith the nornlal to the mirror, so that the angle of
incidence is 4J.
The reflected wave is given by
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,vhere tC is the component of to olong the axis of y.
7'IUJ last equation indicate, that the apparent /requencie,
v', v" of the incident and 'I'e{lected f'ay', relatively to an obse'l'rer
mOtffing teitk tlte same t'elorit!l as tlte mirror, are tl1.6 lamet•
See the papers by Einstein and Hicks.
~ Hielis and EInstein, Z. c. We may show that the expression OD
the left-hand side represents the apparent frequency of tlie incident
liR'ht by appl~g: Lorentz's transformation 80 as to pass from a system
moving with velocity 'lD to a system at rest.
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It will be noticed that the laws of rellexion depend only
on the normal component of the mirror's velocity.
What I wish to point out is that these laws of refiexion can be obtained in a very simple way by supposing
that the i'1llage of an object is derived by means of the space
time transformationl
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Further, since
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This transformation reduces to the 'one considered by
Voigt ..., Lorentz t, and Einstein~, if we change the sign or
:r! and put
2c'v
U==_o_-.

The image of a stationary object, therefore, suffers a
contraction proportional to

Since

times its length in a direction parallel to the axis of .'1:. This
is the proper contraction for velocity U according to the
hypothesis put forward by FitzGerald'" and Lorentz t to
explain the negative result of the famous experiment made
by Micbelson and Morley.
To sho\v that this transformation gives the correct laws of
reflexion of a plane wave we introduce dashed letters into
the arWtment of the periodic function of the reflected wave
and make the necessary substitutions. The argument
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it is clear that at any time every point of tho moving luirror
(:e=tJt) is transformed into itself. The image of a point
moving with the samo velocity as the mirror' is another
point moving with the same velocity, for if dots denote
aifferentiations with regard to t
.,.
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and if ,ye compare this with
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The image of a stationary point, on the other band, is a
point moving with the uniform velocit.v
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is then transformed into
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we obtain the relations (1).
The transformation can evidently be applied to waves of
any form.
The formulm connecting the components of the electric
• Public Lectures in Trinity Colle~, Dublin.

t 'Versuch einer Theorie der Elektrischen Korpem' (1895).
also Larmor's C ~ther and Matter.'
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and magnetic force in the incident and reflected waves are

Doppler Elect in Po,iti"e Rays ill, R9,lrogen.
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obtained by putting"

[ +E.z' dy'dz' +E,' cltdm'+Ez' dlllaY-cH.z' d:c'dt!
-cHI ay'dt'-eH.' az'dt']
=E:r.d!ldz + E,d:dm + Ezd:cdy + eHzd~dt + eH,d!Jdt + eHzelzdt,
where (Ez, E" E.) {Hz, R y, Hz) are the components of the
electric and maWletlo force respectively.
Calculating Ef, H'z' ..• by means of the formulre
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The formnlm of transformation for the convection currents
and volume density of electricity are obtained from the
equation ...
P''I.D~' dy'dz'dt! +p'tD/ d:ld&7!dtJ +p'tDII' d&ll'ay'dtJ

- p'daldy'dz/
=ptOz dydzdt + PWadzdlCdt+ plD~dzd!ldt - pdzdydz,

where (pw:», pto" ptD.) are the components of the convection
currents, p the volume density of electricity. Thus
,
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Since (tD:J:) <c it appears that p' and p are of opposite
signs.

,,·e have
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These give
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Ez' - vH.v'= - (E z - t'H.v),
H.v' - "Ez' =- (H, - "E.),
Hz ' + f'E.v' =- (IL+ vE,).
Relative to an observer moving with velocity" the components of the electric and magnetio foroe are
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Hence the above equations indicate that the sum of the
tangential components of the two vectors in the incident and
reffected waves is zero at the surface of the mirror.
• See 8 paper by the author, Proc. London Math. Soc. 1909.

XCVI. Tlte Doppler EjJect in Po,iti"e Ra!!s in Hydrogen.
By T. ROYDS, M.Sc., 1851 Ezhibition Science Seholat't.
ITTLE is known of the cause of luminescence ot~ the

L

canal rays and of the origin of the discrepancy between
their actual velooity and that calculated from the potential
drop through whicn they have fallen. Some explanation of
thesE' woula probably be obtained if the velocity of the
positive rays at different parts of the discharge were compared
with the distribution of potential, of electric force, and of
the rate of change of the latter. Unfortunately there is no
satisfactory method of isolating the different portions between
the cathode and the negative glow for the observation of the
Doppler effect. At one point of the discharge, however, a
comparison is possible, namely, at the point where the
cathode glow (Goldstein's "erste Kathodenschicht") oommences. Since the canal rays mostly start from the negative
glow, we can assume that tlie commencement of the cathode
glow corresponds to the Ininimum Doppler effect when the
cathode is viewed from the anode side. That the cathode
glow near its commenoement shows the Doppler effect was
Eroved by placing the discharge-tube inclined to the axis of
the collimator until light from only the first portions of the
cathode glow fell on the slit, the portions nearer the cathode
being screened off by the cylinder carrying the cathode. The
• Proc. London Math. Sac. (2), 1009.
t Communicated by the Author.

